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Abstract—The subject of this paper is to com-
pare two different modality multi-touch interactive
surfaces based on both: user experience and re-
sults of measurements in order to examine how
different properties influence usefulness, in specific,
their fitness to act as a "coffee table". Tests were
conducted on the Microsoft PixelSense (AKA Surface)
and a Samsung touch screen overlay both 40+ inches
diagonally. The study covers analysis of obtained mea-
surements and summary of user experience collected
over a number of summits and experiments. While
tests for both devices returned very similar results,
with the overlay more favorable, neither device could
truly fit the tested use case due to their inconvenience,
form factor and other issues.

I. INTRODUCTION

Touch enabled devices offer their users a fast and

intuitive interface, and those properties skyrocketed

the popularity of and demand for such solutions.

Traditional control methods of electronic devices

— in majority various buttons and switches —

have started to become less popular while touch

solutions have become cheaper, more accurate and

efficient [1]. To best facilitate people with this type

of interface, it is crucial to well define human

tendencies, perception, behavioral patterns, as well

as what constitutes as "common sense", or intuition,

while using them [2], [3].

II. TECHNOLOGY AND METHODS

A. Technology

There are 3 devices of importance in this pa-

per. The Microsoft PixelSense (AKA. Microsoft

Surface, SUR40), Samsung Touch Overlay (both

being under tests) and Basler camera (for test-

ing). SUR40 is a touchscreen table with a built

in desktop computer. It uses infrared transmitters

and sensors mounted underneath the 40" screen

itself to complement a more conventional capacitive

touchscreen. Such a system can detect many inputs

and differ their shapes.

The Samsung Touch overlay is a frame that can

be mounted on a 40" TV screen to turn it into a

touch screen. The sides of the frame contain built in

infrared transmitters and on opposite sides receivers

are mounted. This system can detect up to 6 inputs

but will not distinguish their shapes.

For testing purposes a Basler ACE Camera

ACA2040 180KC was used to measure time be-

tween relevant events. The camera itself is capable

of capturing 180 frames per second with a reso-

lution of 2046 pixels by 2046 pixels, although in

these tests the camera was set to capture only 100

frames per second, due to the screens’ 60 hertz

refresh rate. The lens that was used for the Basler

camera was the Computar M2518-MPW2 with a

focal length equal to 16mm, an iris range of F2.0,

and a 2/3” format.

B. Input lag and multi-touch capability test

The test involved a Basler high-speed camera

which was used to measure the interval between in-

teraction with the screen and the device’s reaction.

A Google testing tool called cross touch latency

was used. Two test were conducted. First using

the click mode of the tool where a time stamp of

the moment of the finger breaking contact with the

touch area and a time stamp of the reaction (the

screen going black) were captured via the high-

speed camera. In the second test the reaction to a

dragging action was assessed in a similar manner

with the scroll mode. In both parts the camera was

set to the side of a table looking at it in an angle to

adequately distinguish the movement of the testing

instrument while still being able to note the reaction

of the testing tool.

In multi-touch capability test, the devices’ ability

to deal with multiple inputs was tested. This was

done in three ways. First, using the Microsoft

Paint application, which has multi-touch capabil-

ity out of the box. During the test an increasing

number of parallel lines was drawn at the same

time. When one of the lines failed to be drawn,

the test was considered as failed. The tests were

repeated and accuracy changes noted. The second

way involved devices such as phones. They were

placed on the touch surface in random locations

and the device’s reaction was noted. The third

way was a combination of the first and second,

where a few phones were placed on the display and

concurrently, parallel lines were drawn. With this,

the device’s ability to act as a "table" was tested.
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Figure 1. Examplary image to be recreated by the user.

C. User study protocol

There were n=18 participants. The group con-

sisted mostly of students who attend technical

studies. At the beginning, users were introduced

to both of the devices on which they were asked

to perform 4 prepared tasks. Participants were only

told that the devices are controlled by touch. All of

them had the same tasks in the same order.

In the first task users were asked to find a weather

forecast on the Internet and then shortly report the

weather for today and tomorrow. This task made

the user use the device in a way that one would

use on a daily basis and allowed us to gather

their first impressions. Second task required the

users to use MS Paint in order to reproduce simple

picture of a human, a house and a cat. The third

task invited the user into the touch enabled game

called "Angry Birds". This task gave users the

opportunity to gather opinions about the accuracy

or the response time of the touch screen. During the

fourth task users had to rewrite first four lines from

famous Polish novel. This task allowed user for

comparison of speed and accuracy of input during

relatively simple task of tapping proper keyboard

buttons manifested on the screen via the on-screen

keyboard. Picture that was presented to recreate can

be viewed as Figure 1.

For each task, the participant was asked to per-

form it on one device and then again on the other

device. After each try, the user would rate, in a

scale from one to ten, how comfortable with the

device they felt executing specified task. The next

two questions asked if the task would have been

easier or more comfortable if they had access to a

mouse and keyboard, or if they were performing it

on a regular smartphone.

III. RESULTS

Firstly, the input lag test provided information

about time between user touching and e reaction

visible for the user. During whole test twenty

measures were performed from which it can be said

that theirs response times are very close to each

other because for the PixelSense it was 146.0 ms

(std: 8.6 and median: 145) and for Touch Overlay

it was 148.1 ms (std: 11.8 and median: 140).

Secondly, multi-touch capability test were per-

formed for both PixelSense as well as for Touch
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Figure 2. Users level of comfort while searching for informa-
tion.

Overlay devices. For the first test, the PixelSense

supported drawing up to 10 lines in Paint. Af-

ter seven lines a noticeable loss of accuracy was

recorded. As Paint only uses 10 touch points, the

built-in Surface Shell was used for further testing.

Up to 35 touch points were recorded as working

before the size of the display made distinguishing

any more difficult. Only objects with conductive

surfaces could be used to interact with the screen.

The screen would often recognize the palm of the

hand as a touch point. For the second test, the

PixelSense recognized the phones as touch points

in the middle of their center of mass fairly well.

Some devices, however, would not be recognized

by the device, and some would cause glitches when

put too close together. For the third test, the phones

placed on PixelSense would correctly register as a

touch point and would not otherwise interfere from

drawing other parallel lines.

Next, Samsung Touch Overlay was tested. For

the first test, the overlay supported up to six con-

current lines in Paint. Drawing them too close to

each other caused accuracy problems. Items such as

pens could be used to interact with the screen. For

the second test, the overlay would not recognize

the phone as a touch point, unless only a single

corner of it was close to the screen at a time. For

the third test, a placed phone or other obstruction

would prevent any touch near it in a cross formation

from registering.

A. User study

Results from the user study are presented in Fig.

2 - 5. Fig. 2 shows information about level of

comfort during first task was presented. Moreover

in this task the Touch Overlay got the better ending

score because the average level of comfort was at

7.6 (std: 1.8, median: 8) than the PixelSense which

got 5.3 (std: 1.4, median: 5).

During second test users were asked to replicate

a simple drawing. The average level of comfort on

Touch Overlay was at 6.3 (std: 2.0, median: 7) and

on the PixelSense at 6.1 (std: 2.1, median: 7).

Additionally in this test users were asked to

provide level of satisfaction after performing the

drawing test. The results can be found in Figure 4.
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Figure 3. Users level of comfort while drawing in paint.
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Figure 4. Users level of satisfaction on completing drawing in
paint.

The summarized results are as follows. On Touch

Overlay average score was at 6.3 (std: 2.5, median:

7) and o n PixelSense at 5.0 (std: 2.5, median: 7).

The following test was focused on performance

during the game "Angry Birds". Once more users

graded their comfort during the test (the results can

be seen on Figure 5), the following results were

obtained. On the Touch Overlay average level of

comfort was at 5.5 (std: 2.3, median: 6) and on

PixelSense 5.1 (std: 2.0, median: 5)

Last part involved potential users in typing part

of a text. The total results can be viewed in Figure

6. On Touch Overlay average was at 6.2 (std: 1.5,

median: 6) and on PixelSense at 6.0 (std: 1.9,

median: 6).

IV. DISCUSSION

Tests on Input lag for both devices suggest a

response time of around 150 milliseconds, while

average response time of a human lands between

200 and 250 milliseconds. During user tests the lag

did not however raise any complaints. Nonetheless,

it is high enough to influence activities requiring
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Figure 5. Users level of comfort while playing game (Angry
Birds).
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Figure 6. Users level of comfort while typing.

quick reaction times and this issue should be

further investigated.

Multi-touch capability test was conducted in

order to ascertain the viability of use by multiple

users or with obstructions in form of phones or

cups at the surface. While results indicate over-

performance of PixelSense over Touch Overlay

in handling objects placed on the surface, many

people are already accustomed to using no more

than 2 fingers to operate an interface. Hence, the

overlay could be used by 3 people at once without

issues, and as long as it is clear of any obstructions,

could function as a coffee table. The biggest issues

with such a configuration may in fact be the form

factor of the overlay (no space to place hands)

and the small viewing angle of the screen. On the

other hand, the PixelSense, with a dedicated area

for elbows and a great viewing angle, fails in a

practical sense. The infrared touch supplement is

extremely sensitive and frequently turns everything

from the user’s palm to a sleeve into a touch,

resulting in less accuracy.

The first task of searching for the weather went

well on both devices. Participants generally claimed

that working with the Touch Overlay was easier

than the PixelSense. Only a few judged the Touch

Overlay as less accurate, in part because of the

attachment of the device a few millimeters above

the screen. Another issue that was brought up was

the roughness of the digitizer not being fit for a

touch device.

The painting exercise on PixelSense often re-

quired to inform participants about the infrared

sensor position. After adjusting by moving the

arm higher, the task could be completed, but not

without comments that such a position is unnatu-

ral. The results of the task on both devices were

satisfactory for most participants, who also noted

that the device is more fit to it than a mouse or

a phone. On the other hand users reported video

game experience as much less satisfactory. Large

number of participants could not reliably make

’hold and drag’ motion and felt that whatever they

succeed or not is random. During typing task many

participants noted that the hand position required

to use the touch keyboard was unusual and slowed
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them  down.  Standing  up  or  adjusting  the  device’s  angle

helped some of them.

Additionally, results from User study was applied to stu-

dent T test from which it can be stated that the averages of

results  from  both  devices  are  significant  different  (t  =

2.496945, p < 0.014848)

V. FUTURE WORK

There exists a large swath of work that has to be done in

the future to truly find out about themviability of large size

touch screen devices in consumer situations. If they are to be

installed as coffee tables, for example, a big amount of at-

tention must be paid to the device’s ability to deal with mul-

tiple users at the same time and to deal with objects placed

on it in an intelligent way.  However,  even the best  touch

screen means nothing if users do not feel like they are enjoy-

ing an experience which is worth the money they spent, or at

least  one that is  meaningfully different  from the one they

could have simply using a regular computer or smart-phone

[4]. Thus, apart from research aimed to improve the hard-

ware,  research  to  find  better  use  cases  and  create  better

suited applications is also needed. Also more devices should

be tested [5] possibly with more than one person [6].

Also the field of persuasive systems could benefit from

incorporating  disputed  technology  [7].  It  is  interesting  if

multitouch devices  of large screen,  when widely available

could support specific mundane tasks such as scientific im-

age annotation by ordinary users, as proposed through on-

line crowdsourcing systems recently [8] [9]. In fact there is a

need of users of a process tomography domain for construct-

ing a specialized system for presenting and visualising the

raw and reconstructed measurement data such as available

here [9] [8] [10] [11].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This  paper  shows  a  comparative  study  for  two  can  be

used with success  for  educational purposes  [12].  modality

interactive  multitouch  surfaces  in terms of  multi-user  use.

Both tested devices are clearly fit for the task of becoming a

table in the living room, with the Samsung Overlay seem-

ingly being the more convenient choice, yet generally users

are less than eager to use these kind of devices because of

their inconsistent touch experience. In order for them to be

more  popular,  performance  and  usability  should  be  im-

proved in order for the users willing to switch from ordinary

devices  to multi-modal touch interactive surfaces.  The de-

vices were not versatile enough, with users quickly becom-

ing  disinterested  after  learning  their  flaws.  Additionally,

software  support  for  multiple users  is  currently  low,  with

few applications capable of handling more than one person

(even  two  fingers  only  each).  Another  thing  that  prevent

both devices from becoming a table is their inherent fragility

and reluctancy of users to place objects on them. This tech-

nology, however, can be used with success for educational

purposes [12].
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